Four US state treasurers are among 11 investors to sign a joint investor statement on
corporate disability inclusion, and are urging others to get behind the cause.
The investors, worth $1 trillion, believe companies must to do more to include people with
disabilities in the workforce and are urging their portfolio companies to adopt best practice.
Hosting a conversation with the treasurers of Connecticut, New York, Illinois and Oregon, Ted
Kennedy Jr, chair of the American Association of People with Disabilities, urged every investor
at the RFK Human Rights Compass conference to sign the investor statement.
“If we are not looking for these opportunities we are not living up to our responsibilities,” the
Treasurer of Oregon, Tobias Read, said. “If we are not seeking them out then we are not doing
our jobs.”
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The treasurers discussed how including people with disabilities is not just the right thing to
do, but a business edge. A recent report by Accenture showed that companies that promote
disability inclusion are four times more likely to outperform their peers.
The report identified 45 companies as standing out for their leadership in areas specific to
disability employment and inclusion and found that they had on average 28 percent higher
revenue, double the net income and 30 percent higher economic profit margins than their
peers.
“Our analysis also revealed that US GDP could get a boost of up to $25 billion if more persons
with disabilities joined the labour force,” the report said.
New York State Comptroller Thomas P. DiNapoli said the Accenture report provided the
justification to urge the top 49 companies in his portfolio including Apple, McDonald’s, Nike
and Twentieth Century Fox, to report on their inclusion of people with disabilities.
“We need to include the disabled in our definition of diversity,” he said. “We began this in
January and as we’ve found in every other engagement, it may take time but we’re going to
get there. It’s important we don’t do it alone.”
Of the 49 companies NY Common Fund reached out to, 11 replied.
“We then followed up with the remaining 38 and there is now a roadmap for them to meet
our expectations of what it means to be an inclusive workplace regarding disability,” he said.
“Investors need to do follow up. We can give them the formula for what we expect and how
to do it.”
Connecticut State Treasurer, Shawn Wooden, also supported collective action on the issue.
“One of the most significant things is that we are moving more collectively to organise our
capital to bend the needle,” he said.
“As institutional investors we need to lead by example. There needs to be collective action
and persuasion in getting the view out.”
Michael Frerichs, Treasurer of Illinois, said it was important to ask questions but also to give
some preferences, for example by giving extra points in RFPs to companies that display
diversity and inclusion.
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Oregon’s Read, also said there needed to be a process regardless of who was in office.
“We need to make sure this is not dependent on who sits in the treasurer’s chair,” he said.
“We have changed our investment beliefs to say diversity is a material factor. Just by making
that statement we have changed who comes to see us.”
The treasurers also said it was important to look in their own backyards.
“One action we can easily take is to look at our own team and what we are doing regarding
disability inclusion. How explicit are we about diversity and does that include disability? We
can update our own executive order regarding diversity and ask more questions about our
own profile.”
Kennedy Jr also highlighted the Disability Equality Index as an effective benchmarking tool to
score businesses on their disability inclusion policies and practices.
Wooden said there was power as an asset allocator in just asking the questions to
corporations regarding inclusion.
“We have said no to managers based on ESG issues including inclusion,” he said.
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